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and Best German Universities To Apply To... 

 
There’s no other country except Germany, where the cost of studying and the quality of higher 

education don’t change proportionally. At present, a majority of universities in Germany carry no 

tuition fees, but on the other hand, they are some of the best worldwide. 

 

On the other hand, living expenses in Germany are significantly lower than in the most popular 

study destinations.  

 

But, when it comes to the number and the money allocated for scholarships,Germany’s 

attractiveness peaks with its generosity. If you’re studying in Germany and not seeking a 

scholarship then you’re absolutely missing out on a great opportunity because there are many. 

 

Taking your pick is the very first step in this process. There’s more to know and do in order for 

you to grab a scholarship in Germany. In a brief and concise way, we’ve outlined some of the 

best scholarships in Germany for students as an additional bonus to this guide. Enjoy! 

 

 

Government-funded scholarships: 

 

The Deutschlandstipendium 

The Deutschlandstipendum is a German national scholarship platform which joints together 

almost every university in Germany. Its mission is to target and provide financial or non-material 

aid to talented students. The funding amounts to 300€ per month and is provided equally by the 

government and the university.  Commonly it is granted for two semesters, but it may also be 

granted for the entire course.  

 

Every student enrolled in a German university, regardless of his nationality or his parent’s 

income is allowed to apply for such scholarships. Specific details may vary from university to 

university since they set them on their own based upon their internal scholarship policy. So, 

before thinking of applying check personally the university’s site and read carefully the 

application section.  

 

DAAD Scholarships 



Settled in the city of Bonn, the DAAD is the largest educational organization in Germany that 

delivers funding schemes for international scholars willing to come to study in Germany. In 

2016, more than 131,000 scholars from all around the globe received a fund. It came into 

existence in 1925 and since then their great work has affected the lives of around 2 million 

students helping them to seek their dreams.  

 

Their support is not restricted to granting funds and scholarships, but involves the internalization 

of Germany’s universities, promotes the German language in the world, and gives perceivable 

assistance to foreign universities improve. Its fundings rely on many different resources, to 

mention here the German Federal Foreign Office, European Union and a wide number of 

private organizations or companies in and out Germany. The DAAD’s rich scholarship scheme 

targets a wide category of international students. Currently, there are exactly 220 Scholarships 

options to select among. You can track them at the DAAD Scholarship Database  

 

Erasmus+ 

The Erasmus+ is the EU official bursary platform offering funds and different sorts of waivers for 

talented students through their exchange and scholarship programs. This well-established 

organization has stretched its network in almost every part of Europe and the amount of grants 

it awards is increasing year to year. The EU Commission, which leads the Erasmus+ program, 

gives a significant number of Erasmus scholarships to Germany’s universities as one of the 

participators.   

 

Non-government funded scholarships: 

 

● Einstein International Postdoctoral  

● Haniel Scholarship Program  

● Alexander Von Humboldt Foundation 

● Rober Bosch Foundation GmbH 

● Heinrich Boll Scholarships for International Students 

● Benedict and Helene Schmittmann Elections Foundation 

● Humboldt Research Fellowships for Postdoctoral Researchers  

● Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) Scholarship 

● German Foundation Music Life 

● Kurt Hansen Science Scholarships 

● Marie Curie International Incoming Fellowships (IIF) for Developing Countries 

● Mawista Scholarships 

● The Helmholtz Association 

 

These scholarships are awarded by different foundations and companies, sometimes in 

cooperation with the government, and aim to financially support different cohorts of students. 

 

Besides these scholarships, there is a large number of German universities, that individually 

award scholarships to international talented students. So before planning to only lean on your 

https://www.daad.de/deutschland/stipendium/datenbank/en/21148-scholarship-database/


financial potential, you must seriously consider the option of pursuing a scholarship at a specific 

university. 

 

Here are just some of the universities which grant scholarships to international scholars: 

 

● Technische Universitat Munchen 

● Universitat Heidelberg 

● Freie Universitat Berlin 

● Georg-August-Universitat Gottingen 

● Jacobs University 

● Dortmund University 

● Hamburg University of Applied Sciences  

● Dresden Technical University  

● Europa-Universitat Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder) 

● Frankfurt School of Finance and Management 

● Fachhochschule Fulda 

● Humboldt University 

● Johannes Gutenberg Universitat, Mainz 

 

Other Useful Scholarships Resources  

Because of the large number of scholarships being offered in Germany, it sometimes becomes 

difficult to navigate and find the right one. To easily find them and get the details around 

prerequisites, eligibility, deadlines and the application procedure we suggest you check out the 

following resources: 

 

 Stipendien Lotse  

 The DAAD Scholarship Database 

 The Stipendium Plus 

 StudienKompass 

 

 

 

https://www.stipendienlotse.de/datenbank.php?DS=142
https://www.daad.de/deutschland/stipendium/datenbank/en/21148-scholarship-database/
https://www.stipendiumplus.de/en/dein-plus/stipendiumplus-who-we-are.html
https://www.studienkompass.de/elternkompass/

